Estimator
South East

£-attractive

My client is leading energy efficiency and regeneration services provider. Due to expansion, they now have
the opportunity for an experienced Estimator to join their team in the South. The main purpose of this role is
to provide an estimating and tendering service in the Energy/Renewables sector from receipt to submission
with the objective to achieve/exceed the Company Budget. To understand, implement and adhere to the
company SHEQ policy/strategy. Some of your responsibilities will include but not be limited to; Develop and
maintain relationships with Clients, Designers, Subcontractors and Suppliers; Work with other members of
the Pre-Construction and Energy teams to develop the bid strategy; Accurately review tender
documentation; Issue relevant information to legal team for review and share completed review; Carry out
site visits in order to view, address and mitigate risks wherever possible; Prepare and issue sub-contract and
material enquiries. Manage receipt of quotations in a timely manner to achieve competitive market rates;
Ensure that correct insurance levels are in place upon appointment of external BOQs; Price bills/schedules
analytically and produce quote comparisons using estimating software. Identify risks and opportunities and
assess the potential impact on the project together with any necessary qualifications; Liaise with
Subcontractors, Pre-Construction and Delivery teams to assess the programme requirements in order to
develop and cost a suitable preliminaries allowance; Present estimate for review and final settlement;
Demonstrate the ability to work effectively and efficiently in the Energy/Renewables market sectors i.e.
Sustainability / Renewables / PV /Utilities; Work effectively with other members of the commercial
department and Energy / Renewables Team in order to achieve the most effective and competitive
solutions; Develop and work with junior members of the team to create succession plans. In order to be
considered for this role you will have; Experience of pricing a wide range of tender sizes in the Sustainability
/ Renewables / PV / Utilities sectors; Experience of pricing range of PV systems i.e. Ground Mounted, Roof
Mounted and Floating; Experience of working with estimating software preferably Conquest; Working
experience of presenting technical and complex information; Utilities with groundwork experience;
Understanding of site constraints and identifying early to cost or mitigate; Understanding of utility providers
points of connection and costing of these; Proven leadership skills with the ability to effectively delegate as
appropriate.

For full details, please email a copy of your CV to rebecca@Candovergreen.com
quoting job ref: RB2614
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